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~lliile American sociology has been more and more interested in
nearly all social processes (including the mechanical ones), curiously
enough it has done very little about the systematic research into the
socfoIogy of the American sociOlogist, especiaJ.ly as an occupational
type. l Since there are only a few studies of this kind, it is obviously
apparent that there is an even greater dearth of the analyses Which would
deal witll the comparative types of the American and "foreign" sociologists,
especially o~ the ~vestern European type who, vTe must stress, stand at the
cradle of American socioloror • 2
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There can be hardly any ar-gument, that Puilerican sociology, when com
pared to the European counterpart, has been. more interested in transmitting
sociology and applying it, rather than contributing to theoretical know
ledge. And what has been contributed is little original and is usually only
the extension of the imported theories. (This is glaringly evident from
the veneration granted to such names as !'-1ax lieber, Pareto, Spencer, von
\'liese, DurkheLm, and others.)

For the purpose of our comparisons, we shall use mostly the German
frame'talork of sociology, as thi s dominant type, next to Fr-ance and England,
has been the most Lnf'LuentLa.L in the genesis of American sociology. This
delineation is necessary as each \/estern European country has developed dis
tinctive characteristics of its brand of sociology (and we could carryon
~~ extended discussion of contrasting phases of sociology among the Western
European countries themselves). More specifically, the rise of Germany's
sociology to the present status of dominant empiricism was in large measure
an out.growth of its generations of intensive developments of philosophy,
and parti cularly those of' its theories of the state and government, while
that o~ France (and especially since 1900) has been largely a reflection
of the dominating influence of Durkheim and later on an elongation of his
shadow.

The prestiee of German sociology in the United States has been
especially very high. lr!lis is demonstrated by the fact that the founders
o~ American sociolo~J found their inspiration in the German universities
or in the German sociologi cal t}"!eories. Even today, 'toTe stand in awe of the
great German sociologists (Ptla.x and Alfred \-leber, Toennies, Sombart, e t c; )
and pay them def·erence not onLy by importirlg ·them or by dcve~opj.ng-their
contributions within the Amez'Ican framework. Cont1-i:L.L1wise, the German
sociologists do not mind to look down on American sociology with a certain
degree of unentihusf.aatLc o:!?timism which is more due' to the consequences
of lfarld t-lar II than to any real appreciation of American scholarship.



European tradition, the fact also remains that we have to bow. to the
German impact on AmericaJ.l sociology. TIle German universities -- and
thus also sociology -- won their. undisputed preeminence in the 19th
century as ·the expression of the national mind, the perpetuators of
Imo't{ledge, and the transmitors 'of it -- and above all as the advancers
of knowkedge , This vas derived from the. idea of the university as the
discoverer and generator of new knowledge that fostered the new philoso
phers and schclars. (It was after the example and under the impetus of
the German universities that the English founded the University of London
in 1828, and about the same time the ancient University of Paris was
revivified: and ultimately even Oxford and Cambridge and the older Univer
sities of America felt the profound effect of the German example).

In America, the ne't'rer universities founded in the last quarter of
the century, were almos·t pure products of the German idea, and many of
America's most distinguished and university minded professors of that time
vrere trained in Germany. The impact of German sociology has been felt in
America from the ver:! begi.nnf.ng , We can go even a step further and claim,
rather boldly, tllat a majority of American sociologists have made their
reputation by being able to read foreign languages (especially German)
and by adopting the theories of European sociologists, and thus becomfng
reputable American sociologists by the simple process of "acculturating"
these imported theories, bringing them to the awareness of the mass of
American sociologists (and sometimes even forgetting, rather conveniently,
to give the proper credit in their footnotes). In this respect the influ
ence German scholarship exercised over American sociology during the period
between the l~apoleonic ,"Tars and World liar I, and even today, was due to its
theoretical excellence. 3 .

Standardization

The first claring contrast between continental and American so.ciology
can be found in its standardization. Although there are several schcol.e
in this academic area dominated by the German concept of sociology, the
fact remains that, by comparison, American sociology is still in a state of
chaos.

This is due to the fact tihat , even today, soc~ology is taught fre
quently in American smaller and less wel1-y~own institutions by non-special
ists, by members of tIle hd s tory , economics, political, pllilosophy, and even
Bible departments, who have to learn what sociology is (if they ever do)
as they go alcng, and in many cases, acquire their graduate degrees in the
field after several years of teaching, instead of having been ~ested and
trained in the subject before being allowed to instruct in it.

It is important to note in this connection that the German universities
are organized into 4 or 5 faculties: theology, law, medicine, and philos
ophy (the last frequently into mathematics and natura.l science as opposed
to the humanities). In each there is usually only one chair devoted to such
special disciplines (to limit the discussion) as sociology. Faculties are
normally composed of full professors (ordinarii).

This very fact tllat there are chairs in sociology in Europe grants an
academic status to this area of knowledge which can hardly be comparable
to the uncertain status of sociology in America. Even if we disregard
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such terrible examples as acquisition of degrees through "degree mills",5
we are still confronted 1nth the erantirlog of degrees in sociology by ·tIle
schools of education, the certification of high school teachers in some
states (Connecticut to start ¥rith ) to tea,ch sociology without even having
taken a single cour-se in sociology, and t.he inclusion of" sociology vlithin
the departments of soci al welfcll--e, social 'tvork, economics, philosophy, and
even t11eology. Tile division of American institutions into autonomous de
partments is a system f'oreign to the European mind, and, in turn, leads to
parctices which are utterly incomprel~nsible to the European sociologist;
since the continental sociology~ professor is fully autonomous in his prO

:fessouial functions he cannot understand that the selection of the subject
matter, of the course, or the textbooks in sociology shoul.d be often under
the direct supervision and control of the depro:-tmental head of the Dean.

Sociology or "Preaching Science"

This lack of professional status has additional implications. With
the exception of the most important American universiti~s, which stress tlle
empiric approach to sociology, most American institutiorls do not agree on
what sociology is, and many of them still propound that it is Ita preaching
scdence" •

This very disagreement on the very na.ture of sociology and its place
in the academic curriculum has resulted in veritable worShip of the leading
European sociologists (l~Iax vleber, Alfred Weber, Durkheim, Simmel, Sombart,
etc. ), the copying and re-interpretation of thei:::- 'Works.

l{e must not forget the theological and moralistic influences are still
frequently dominant in the teaching of American sociology (as seen in the
dismissals of sociologtJ professors for "unor-thodox" views on religion or sex).
America's early colleces, Harve.rd , l']il1i~n and ~Iary, and Yale were founded
on the conviction that tihe test way to build up a Christian civilization was
to teach the Protestant l"eligicn (together with the classical languages,
inclUding Hebr'ew t the language of tIle Old Testament). Even vhen , at the
beginning of the 1l3tll cerrtury , the anligh-tenment pushed the old theological
hierarchy to tlle de fen a;ve, tl:.e program or' study in AmerLcan colleges did
not change consLdez'ab.ly (althol'tgh t.he re were dissentin.g voices and :'nstitu
tions). Even todn.y, vn.tll the asaumpt Ion tl1at sociology is primarily an
empiri.c, descriptive science, many an Auel"ican professor of sociology is
to be the preacher of supposedly e at.abl.Lshed verities rather than the leader
in the search for truth., vhe revez- and hovevez it can be found. In addition,
American institutions of higher learning have become increasinglyeApensive,
and whether the money comes from private donors or from the government, in
either case influences are exerted 'tfh1ch are alien to the true nature of
sociological search. Every society wishes its i:ntellectual leaders to
support its ideals, its prejudices and national aspirations, and in more
than one case American sociologists have had to bow (like the Nazi and
Soviet "sociologist") to power groups rather than being clearing houses
in the strife of parties. O

The very diversity of the whole concept of sociology as well as the
absence of any well-outlined role which it is to play in social life has
made' possible the invasion of quackery of all kinds, a turning a1-Tay from
the paet in order to cDncentrate upon the pressing claims of the present
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'and the dreams of a golden future. Not only the salaries of the
American' professors are low and their social stiandfng not too high,
but in so many cases, soci.ologists (as all University professors)
are regarded as mere schoolmasters, rathe r than advocates of Imowledge f

The' Granting of Status

In· corrt rast; the European ..professor possesse.B social standing, be Lng
a governmental "officialJf

, comparable to that of' diplomats and civil
servants. This hOllorific poaLt.Lon is derived from the hierarchical
structure of European society, with its feudal and monarchical tradition.
The PrQfessor possesses social standing because his guild had a recognized'
status in one of the interme-diate castes. The American democracy, with a
different national heri tage, ."would recogni ze no superior caste, and cer
tainly not a professors' caste". 7

If we di sregard the Nazi.._interlude in Germany, the fact remains
that the German pl:"ofessor .is again one of the "untouchables" in the social
system and hence is abl~ to- develop hf s theories without much hindrance.
His very position allows him to promote sociology which encourages a
respect for facts and acquf.re s.cc aut Ion against prejudices that prevent the
full acceptance of facts.

In America, however. the sociologists (as all intellectUals) do not
cut the same public figure- --that they do elsewhere in the world. All visit
ing scholars always notice immediately that American professors receive
less obvious",deference than do intellectuals in their countries, although
"empirical sociological surveys made in recent years suggest that the
academic profession may well be one of the more highly respected professions
in the United States. ApparentlYt the self-image of American professors,
their own estimate of the attitudes that are held towards them, is at
variance with the dominant atti,tudes that actt1.ally exist". 8

Thus the terms like "egghead" and even "professor" have mixed conno
tations in the United States. Sociologists are frequently attacked as a
result of their teaching and'social activities, not only for their views
but even more frequently :for ·being intellectuals as such. (The tendencies
associated with the name of'"' the late Senator McCarthy leave no pleasant
memories in this respect 1 ) •.

The status granted, en the national and international level, to the
German sociologist, has additional consequences Which need to be noted.
The European sociologist is expected to know, above anything else, his
sociology: the related "educatLonal," ("pedagogical") aspects count little,
ir at all. In America, however, the dominant theory of education requires
that the teacher (Whether professor or teacher) knows a great deal about
behavior patterns, "group interaction", and "controlled aggression drives"
If this mythical knowledge -interferes with the learning of sociology, the
consequences are important, .. since it is not so much important to know the
SUbject-matter, sociology. as to know the theories of "education" pro
pounded by the schools of education which are, presumably, able to solve
all the teaching problems by insisting on knowing "how" rather than "What"
Thus the typical German sociology professor (known to the author) is a man
of many shortcomings, to be frank, who is pompous (although always very
correct), indifferent to social graces, and to his social appointments.
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Above all, he is indi:r:rerellt to the ideas of ju~enile or adult psy
chology, and (horror of hor-rors l ) quite amused by the number of
"consulting" tasks assigned to the Ame z-Lcan sociologists.

While the continental professor has the primary task of promoting
research and playing the role of intellectual in his society, many an
American sociologist, to survive in the academic world, learns very fast
that these functions ha.ve to be geared into, and often SUbordinated, to
the demands of what can be geIlerally termed an "al1.-embracing college
life", with its popularity contests, fraternity meetings, plus the 
guidance tasks, filinB of reports on delinquent students, quodding those
not paying their f'ee s, those taking unauthorized vacations, and the like.
In this respect, strange to say, a rather truthful total picture has been
produced by films of college life produced by Hollywood, which feature
a series of romantic escapades. punctuated with athletic zace s , The
matter of fact is that ror many students the mainly social activities of
college life are challenging and are justified as the real "preparation
for life" in a competitive society. (Wrote Woodrow Wilson in 1909: "The
work of the college, the work of its classrooms and laboratories, has be-
come t he merely formal and compulsory side of life ••• a.score of other things,
lumped under the term 'undergraduate activities' have become the vital
sporrt aneous , absorbing realities for nine out of' ten men who go to college".)9

Varimlce in Training and Appointments

Americans have been bowing to the German scholars thanks to the gen
eral high academic reputation these sociologists have been able to retain
in the academi,c 1-:forld. One factor involved has been nhe more or less
depersonal~zed sGlective system Qf appointments. The long road leading to
an appodnbnent to a German SociolOgJr Chair (or even to the rank of a
"Dozent" -- "Lecturer", in the American sense) is also very hard and most
competitive; 1;1l:1d the appointment in either of' these categories is the
culnD.nation of careful checking on the individual's basic training in
theory and in accomp.Li.sbreerrt s (tIle contributions to sociological know-
Ledge }. But the American "Lnet.ruct.or-" has no equivalent in German univer
sities. It often re rer-s to an individual vho is a graduate student, or one
on the ,~ay to getting a Ph.D., and who might know verJ little about the
sub.lec't he is teac:ling .. the assumption being that lle will learn it· as he
goes along and eventually 'tnll get his Ph.D. (or Dr. of Education). It
is trrue that a Ph.D. degree is 'becomfng more and more e. sort of prere
quisite to 0,11 pr-of'e asd.onaf, r-anks in better American institutions; but
it is also true that many instit_utions carryon their teaching duties
·witll a staff of urrt.radned and even unqualified "graduate assistants" and
by professors who lalOW little about what sociology is, and who Qay even
have been unable to secure a graduate Ph.D. degree.

In fact, the Ame rd.can "instructor" bears Iittle if any resemblance
to atlything f'ound in German un Lver-sf.tLes , The academic status of th.e
"pz-Lvatdozerrb" (the nearest equfva.Lent to this term.) is more "assured
and d.5.gnified t han that of even (the American) associate professor with
out t.enure in that 11e eZ,Ljoyed p:;rfect freedom of teaching (and) is as
irret:l~)vable from office :3.3 t~;.l~ full professor" .10 Hds appointment carries
no rrrnunerat.Lon (u.rttil r-ecerrt Ly }; l1e is granted the right of the "venia
legendi U (perroiss:5.~!l to teach,' on tl1e basLs of his scholastic merits .
(documerrted by a "IfabilitatiolJoschrift" and a paper read to the faculty),
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rather than tpe need to fill a teaching vacancy, or to induce him to
register as a graduate student in order to justify the existence of
graduate courses in sociology. TIle German "Dozent" must start his
appointment with a Ph.D.; he can claim only the fees paid by the students
of this "privatim" lecture course and seminars; and he receives a fixed
salary only if he obtaillS a "Lehrauftrag" (commission to teach) in
sociology.ll .

The full professors in Germany, aeLectied from the highly trained
"Dozents", thus form the nucleus of a small group that, roughly speaking,
are surrounded by associate professors (extraordinarii) and assistant
professors (Privatdozenten), over vhom, howeve r , t-here are no departmental
heads or deans. The awarding of degrees and the admission or invitation of
tea.ching personnel, regardless of rank, is decided upon by the whole faculty.
In contrast, in America, all assistant and associate professors vote at
departmental meetings (when they do), and have to give courses assigned to
them by the Chairman or the Dean; this, in turn, leads to isolation as well
as to inbreeding. In contrast t the German student must spend 2 or 3 years
before he can be admitted to a teaching position (Dozentshfp ) and before
his appointment he is thoroughly tested in the knowledge of sociology.
The young American graduate, by comparison, starts frequently as an instruc
tor or assistant professor and is assigned a regular load of teaching hours,
and is also, at the same time, expected to spend same of his "free time"
preparing for a doctor's degree while learning about the field he is teach
ing.

Additiona~ resulting implications are, however, involved. The thorough
training that any sociology instructor in Germany has to have, especially
in theory, produces, at the end of the academi c training, out standing
sociologists who are, above everything else, interested in increasing socio-
logical knOWledge. ~...

The Frontier Heritage

At tllis point, we should note the influence of the frontier mentali ty
on the tendency to look down on the American social scientists ldth a de
finite amoilllt of apprehension, sometimes reaching the level of near-contempt.

It is true that the phenomenon of anti-intellectualism has not been
limited to America or to any age. In fact, if we look back to Athens as
tIle great source of vlestern rationalism then we must note that it was there
that Socrates had to drinlc the hemlock, and the charge against him was that
he was an intellectual. But the American undercurrent of anti-intellec
tualism, definitely related to the eeneral concept of sociology, has certain
distinctive features.

America's 19th century intellectuals were mostly Eastern seaboard
people, products of the great Eastern Unive·rsities (and even more often
of European institutions), "Tho came into conflict wi th the democratized
frontier West. The tendency to discredit higller education was, as matter
of fact, procla.imed as early as in the days of Andrew Jackson:
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Hieher education ~ms neither attainable nor useful' to
the ordinary American of Jackson's day. lior did this
ordinary Amer-Lcan desire it. In fact, frontier experience
had made him contemptuous of too much learning. Other qual
ities had served better in frontier life. Yet true democracy
could brook no inequalities. Therefore it convinced itself
that education was not a mark. of superiority. So deep did this
distrust of education siru~ into the soul of America that to
this day most men do not regard as better than anyone else's
the opinion of a highly educated person, unless, perhaps, that
person's education is technical or practical, so that the
lingering consciousness is able to appreciate it. 12

On tIle whole, the large proportion of illiterates on the frontier
viewed academic learning as useless and as being a handdcap in the work of
clearing fOl·ests, fighting Indians, and t.he lilte. Self-reJ.iant and versa
tile by necessity, the frontiersman also distrusted the clai~s of the
expert, and, because of his ignorance of any other ways than his own, he
ridiculed the mall of 1.earning. In fact J much of the learning presented
by scholars on the frontier appeared to be dr'J, cold and imp11actical. The
democra.tic frontiersman also resented the :t"'requent demands of the scholar
for deference and respect.

The anti-intellectualism of the common man was aJ.so strengthened by
unlettered preachers. The dd spe.rageraent of learning by these men was tIle
result of the conviction that hea(l-religion was inferior to, .and , in fact,
antagonistic toward, heart-religion. The jealcusy of trained preachers
was even frequently expressed by the missionaries of .the Congregational
and Presbyterian sects, whose discipline required an educated clergy.
(But the f~ct that the &~ptists and Methodists came to stress education
as the frcntier was pushed back "sl.:gcests that the earliest indifference
or antagonism toy;ard e ducat Lon on t he part of many in those sects was
related to the cr~"ing need fer pz-eachers in the wildel·lless and the impossi
bility of supply~.:lg the need if' Lned st.ence en trained men was maintained",
declared Curti.)~3

The surviving general atmosphere ,of susp~c~on toward the American
intellectual in general ~ and t oward the sociologi at in particular,. has
made the A~erican sociologist partictl.larl~r vulnece..ble to laymen's attacks,
which are hardly. known or expez-Lenced in the Ger~lEn academi,c \vorld. The
sociologists, as teache~s, are forced to be articulate and have a ready
made, capt.Lve forutl of' stude:nts to C3.rlJr on; tIley natu:r-ally taJ.k a lot
and what they say is ot'nen quoted and even more often misquoted. Pro
:fessonial statements suffer a peculiar disadvantaee in that they are
almost always taken out of a context vhfch is ncc available to the casual
listener who hears a concludinB, or transitional, sentence without its
surrounding qualifications. The American sociology professor, conspicuous
by dealing with all social problems, including t~ose which are considered
"untouchables" by the gelleral pub.ld c , is corisequarrt.ly highly susceptible
to being misunderstood. Being under frequent attacks, the Americen soc
iolog~st, instead of promoting original theories t as his German cou~terpart

is prone to do, tends to spend a lot of this time defellding h:'mself and by
ins5~sting!J rather hopelessly, upon a1'1 atn..osphere of academic freedom in
'-Thieh to perforn. Hence he lives frequently in a continued atmosphere of
tensiOI1, or at best , within the framawork of a peaceful, coexi stence be tween



the sociologist and his community which is often aroused by the spirit
of creative research, by the spirit of systematic and critical analysis
applied to social event s- Moat American communities, and especially in
the areas dominated by provincial and religious atmosphere s , prefer the
sociologist not to spend his time on self-assigned or sponsored creative
research but on tIle efforts 'tvhich promote the "communi, ty spirit" or
favor the approval of the established doctrines. In this case, the
American sociologist is thus vd.eved as another publicly employed servant
"Whose major demands sho~d be confined to the realm of wages, hours,
and working conditions".l
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